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   Abstract- This paper presents theoretical and experimental 
investigations of the onset voltage of conducting particle-initiated 
negative corona in air insulated co-axial cylindrical 
configurations. The conducting particles are spheres or wires of 
varying dimensions. The particle is fixed either on the inner or 
outer cylinder. The calculated onset voltage of negative corona is 
based on the criterion developed for the formation of repetitive 
negative corona Trichel pulses. This calls at first for an accurate 
calculation of the electric field in the vicinity of the particle. The 
investigated gap in the presence of particle is a three-dimensional 
field problem, due to the asymmetric position of particle inside the 
gap. The electric field is calculated using the charge simulation 
technique with a new charge distribution. The effect of varying 
field nonuniformity, particle shape, size and position on negative 
corona onset voltage is investigated. Laboratory measurements of 
negative corona onset voltage as influenced by particle position, 
shape and dimensions in air insulated co-axial configurations are 
carried out and compared with the present calculations. The 
calculated values agreed well with those measured experimentally. 
  

I.  INTRODUCTION 
 
   The use of gas-insulated systems (GIS) in the power system 
network has acquired considerable importance because of its 
compactness, maintenance free, safe and reliable operation. 
The reliability of GIS is adversely affected by the presence of 
contaminating conducting particles in the insulation structure.  
These particles initiate partial discharges forming electrons and 
ions in the medium, and then initiating the process of 
breakdown which leads to catastrophic failure of insulation 
structure [1-6]. These particles drastically reduce the onset 
voltages of corona and breakdown [2,4,6-8]. Insulating 
particles are not so harmful as they have little effect on the 
insulating properties of gases, however 20% of failures in GIS 
are due to the existence of contaminating conducting particles 
[9,10]. These particles may have any shape or size. It may be 
spherical or filamentary (like wire) or in the form of fine dust. 
Wire like particles are more harmful and their effects are more 
pronounced at higher gas pressures. The field at the particle tip 
exceeds the limiting dielectric strength of the gas, at least 
locally, initiating a corona discharge, which in time develops 
into a breakdown. The particles may be free to move under the 
influence of the applied field or may be fixed on the electrodes 
in the form of a protrusion representing surface roughness. 
When they are present and are in contact with one of the 
electrodes, they acquire a charge, depending on the applied 
field and its size. At a particular field it will lift and move 
toward the inner cylinder when set free on the outer cylinder. 
Before reaching the lifting field, the field at the particle may be 
sufficient to initiate corona discharge. 

   In this paper, theoretical and experimental investigation of 
the effect of conducting particle on the onset voltage of 
negative corona in air insulated co-axial configuration is 
presented. This configuration has been used for simulating the 
structure of GIS. Onset voltage of negative corona is 
investigated since it is somewhat lower than onset values of 
positive corona [11]. Determination of onset voltage is based 
on the criterion developed for formation of repetitive negative 
corona Trichel pulses [12], which requires an accurate 
calculation of electric field in the vicinity of the particle. The 
investigated gap in presence of particle is a three-dimensional 
field problem, due to the asymmetric position of particle inside 
the gap, where the field is calculated using the charge 
simulation technique (CST) [6,7,12-14] with a new charge 
distribution. The conducting particles are spheres or wires of 
varying dimensions, fixed either on the inner or outer cylinder. 
The wire particle is a cylinder hemispherically terminated at 
both ends positioned to touch radially either the inner or outer 
cylinder. The calculated onset values agree satisfactorily with 
the values measured experimentally. 

 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP 

 
    The experimental work was carried out in laboratory at room 
temperature (22-25oC) and atmospheric pressure using co-axial 
cylindrical configuration made of brass. The configurations had 
inner cylinder of varying radii (5.5, 6, 8 and 11 mm), and outer 
cylinder of constant radius (41 mm). The inner cylinder length 
is 800 mm supported at both ends by insulating supports and 
extended along the axis of 200 mm long outer cylinder. Outer 
cylinder edge is smoothed and rounded to avoid flashover or 
early discharge. Different stainless steel spherical particles of 
radii 0.5, 0.75, 1, 1.25, 1.5 and 2 mm were used. Also, tin wire 
particles of radii 0.25, 0.375, 0.5 mm and varying lengths in the 
range 2 to 20 mm were used. 
   A high-voltage DC source with negative polarity 
(Hipotronics, Model 800PL-10 MA series) was used to 
energize the stressed cylinder up to 80kV and the source has a 
voltmeter for measuring the output applied voltage with an 
accuracy of ± 2%.  The stressed cylinder was connected to the 
HV source through a water resistance of 1MΩ, as a current 
limiting resistor, and the other cylinder was grounded through 
10kΩ resistor. The waveform of corona pulse was monitored 
by a digital oscilloscope. The experiments were carried out 
with a particle fixed either at inner or outer cylinder surface. 
The voltage drop across the 10KΩ resistor was fed to an 
oscilloscope.  
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   To determine the negative corona onset voltage, the applied 
voltage was raised step by step until the initiation of the corona 
pulses on the oscilloscope takes place [12]; the applied voltage 
is the corona onset value. The time interval between two 
successive applied voltages was a minimum of 1 min. At least 
10 measurements were taken for each measuring point to 
estimate the average value. 
 

III. METHOD OF ANALYSIS 
 

A. Onset Voltage of Negative Corona 
 
 

   When the electric field strength at the particle tip reaches the 
onset value for ionization by electron collision, a primary 
avalanche starts to develop along the direction away from the 
particle, Fig. 1; where the field assumes maximum values. 
With the growth of the avalanche, more electrons are 
developed at its head, more photons are emitted in all 
directions, and more positive ions are left in the avalanche’s 
wake. The growth of the avalanche continues as long as 
Townsend’s first ionization coefficient, α(ξ), is greater than the 
electron attachment coefficient, η(ξ), and terminates at ξ=ξ c; 
i.e. at the ionization-zone boundary, (α(ξ)=η(ξ)) [7], where, the 
electrons get attached to the gas molecules and form negative 
ions.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Growth of the primary avalanche along the gap axis, in negative corona, 
initiated from tip of wire particle. 

 
For a successor avalanche to be started, the preceding 
avalanche should somehow provide an initiating electron at the 
particle tip, possibly by photoemission, positive ion impact, 
metastable action, or field emission. Field emission is possible 
only at field strengths exceeding 5×107 V/m. Electron emission 
by positive-ion impact is more than two orders of magnitude 
less frequent than that by photoemission. Metastables have 
been reported to have an effect approximately equal to that of 
positive ion impact. Therefore, only the first mechanism 
(electron emission from the cathode by photons) was 
considered in the mathematical formulation of the onset 
criterion [7], where at least one photoelectron, (Neph=1), is 

emitted by the photons of the primary avalanche to keep the 
discharge self sustaining [7], i.e. 
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where,  γph is Townsend’s second coefficient due to the action 
of photons, µ is the absorption coefficient in air, ξc is the 
distance measured from the particle tip determining the 
ionization-zone boundary and g(ξ) is a geometric factor to 
account for the fact that some photons are not received by the 
cathode [12]. The condition for a new (successor) avalanche to 
be developed is 

1≥ephN                (2) 

   The onset voltage of corona does not appear explicitly in 
relation (1). However, the values of α(ξ), η(ξ) which are given 
in [15] are affected by the electric field produced due to the 
applied voltage (-V).  The onset voltage is the critical value, 
which fulfills the equality (2).  
 
B. Electric Field Calculation on and Around Particle Surface 
 
 

   The analysis is based on CST in which the charge on the 
surfaces of the particle and the inner cylinder is replaced by a 
set of fictitious simulation charges arranged inside each of 
them, wherever, the surface charge on the outer cylinder is 
replaced by another set of charges arranged outside its surface. 
   The satisfaction of the pertinent boundary conditions results 
in a set of equations whose simultaneous solution determines 
the unknown simulation charges. Knowing the simulating 
charges, the electric potential and field can be calculated at any 
point on and around particle surface in the investigated gap 
[6,12-14].  
 
1) Simulation Technique: The analysis is based on CST 
[6,12-14] in which the distributed charge on each surface of 
inner and outer cylinder is replaced by a set of n discrete line 
charges of varying longitudinal charge density arranged axially 
inside and outside their surfaces respectively, Fig. 2. Each line 
charge is divided into definite number k of finite line charges, 
which is determined according to accuracy level. Hence, the 
number of simulation charges for each cylinder is (n×k) charge.  
The distributed charge on the surface of spherical or wire 
particle is replaced by 2 point charges and a set of m ring 
charges arranged inside it, Fig. 2. The ring charges have 
varying charge density along their entire perimeter. It can be 
assumed that the ring charge density remains constant within a 
certain angular range, Fig. 3. Hence, each ring charge is 
divided in the simulation into definite number of m1 ring 
segments with constant charge density (ρ), which is determined 
according to accuracy level [16].  
   For the spherical particle, the number of simulation charges 
inside the particle is [2+(m×m1)]; i.e. the total number of 
simulation charges is N= [(2×n×k)+2+(m×m1)].  
   The charge over the wire particle is simulated by 2 points, 
and m rings arranged inside the particle, Fig. 2. For the 
cylindrical part of the wire particle, the surface charge is 
simulated by uniformly distributed m2 rings that vary in 
number depending on wire shape factor, which is defined as 
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the wire cylindrical part length (ℓw) to its radius (rw) ratio 
(ℓw/rw), m2 equals integer of [f1×(ℓw/rw)]. For each 
hemispherical tip, the surface charge is simulated by a point 
charge placed at a distance (f2×rw) from the tip center and two 
ring charges arranged uniformly inside each tip. Each ring is 
divided in the simulation into definite number of m1 ring 
segments with constant charge density (ρ), which is determined 
according to accuracy level, Fig. 3. Hence, the total number of 
simulation charges inside the wire particle is [2+(m×m1)]; m= 
(4+m2); i.e. the total number of simulation charges is N= 
[(2×n×k)+2+(m×m1)]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2 Discrete simulation charges and boundary points in a cross section of 
coaxial cylinder gap with a wire particle placed in contact with inner cylinder. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 Discrete simulation ring charge, divided into equal segment ring charges 

with constant charge density [16], placed at section A-A in Fig.2. 
 
2) Coordinates of Simulating Charges: Fig. 2 shows a cross 
section of co-axial gap with a wire particle placed in contact 
with the inner cylinder. Inside this cylinder a simulating n line 
charges of varying longitudinal charge density are arranged 
uniformly at a radius of (f3×r). Outside the outer cylinder, a 
simulating n line charges are also arranged uniformly at a 
radius of Ro=R+(f4×r). For the spherical particle, the location 
of the two point charges distant ±(f5×rs) from the particle 

centre at z-axis. The first ring charge (i.e. j3=1) is placed at 
z1=r+(f6×rs); while the other rings are arranged according to 
the relation zj3=[z1+f7×(j3-1)×rs], and as shown in Fig. 3, the 
radius of ring charge is a fraction f8 of particle radius roj at the 
same z-level; rj3=(f8×roj).  
    For the wire particle, a point charge is placed at a distance 
(f2×rw) from the tip center of each hemispherical tip and two 
ring charges arranged uniformly inside each tip. For the 
cylindrical part, the surface charge is simulated by uniformly 
distributed m2 rings. 
   The problem is now reduced to the determination of the 
optimum values of integer's n, k, m, m1, m2 and factors f1 to f8. 
 
3) Coordinates of Boundary Points: To satisfy the boundary 
conditions, a boundary point, corresponding to each simulation 
charge, is chosen along the co-axial cylinders and around the 
particle surface, Figs. 2, 3. hence, the number of boundary 
points equals the number of simulation charges (N). The 
boundary points corresponding to the simulation finite line and 
segment ring charges were chosen midway along the line and 
the segment at the cylinders and particle surfaces, respectively. 
Also, for the simulation point charges, boundary points were 
chosen at the particle tip and at the touch points. 
 
4) Potential Calculation: The potential (φi) at an arbitrary 
boundary point Ai(x,y,z) is linearly related to all simulation 
charges by: 
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where, pi,j is the potential coefficient of the ith boundary point 
relative to simulation charge qj. pi,j of point charge is defined in 
[13,14], pi,j of finite line charge [12,14] is, Fig. 4: 
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Where, ℓj is finite line charge length, A(x,y,z) and A(x1,y1,z1) is 
location of boundary point referred to main coordinated 
system (x,y,z) and new coordinated system (x1,y1,z1), 
respectively. 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 4 Finite line charge (qj) assigned to new coordinates (x1,y1,z1) 
 
 

For ring segment charge (ρj), the potential coefficient pi,j is, 
Fig. 3, defined in [14]: 
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5) Electric Field Calculation: It is well known that the electric 
field intensity (E), is the negative gradient of the potential.  
Thus the components of the electric field are: 
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   Hence, the electric field at an arbitrary point Ai(x,y,z), is the 
vector sum of the individual components contributed by the 
point charge [13,14], finite line charge [12,14] and ring 
segments charge [14].  
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Then, the field intensity at that point is calculated by 
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
    To check the charge simulation accuracy, check points were 
chosen midway between the boundary points on the surfaces of 
the particle and the co-axial cylinders. The potential deviation 
from the applied voltage and the field deviation from being 
normal to the surfaces of the particle and the cylinders were 
assessed to check how well the boundary conditions are 
satisfied. This check of accuracy was made for (i) a wide range 
of R to r ratio (1.5 –500), (ii) rs to r ratio (0.0001– 0.25), (iii) rw 
to r ratio (0.005–0.25), the wire shape factor, i.e. the cylindrical 
part length ℓw to wire radius rw ratio (0.2–78). The accuracy 
remained the same for these investigated ranges with a 
maximum percentage voltage error of 0.05% and maximum 
field deviation angle of 2.5°. Malik [13] has stated that 
potential error values less than 0.1% are considered reasonable 
for accurate field solution.   
The accuracy of a simulation depends strongly on the 
assumptions concerned with the choice of the number and the 
coordinates of the simulation charges. The optimum values of 
factors f1 to f8 are f1=2, f2=0.5, f3=0.1, f4=5, f5=0.015, f6=0.12, 
f7=0.045 and f8= 0.55. The number of charges was found to be: 
(i) for co-axial cylinders n= 6, k= 100, (ii) for spherical particle 
m= 12, m1= 30, (iii) for wire particle m= 4+m2, m2= 1-156 for 
(ℓw/rw)= 1 to 78, m1= 60. Hence, the total number of simulation 
charges (N) in the presence of spherical particle is 1562 and N 
in the presence of wire particle varies from 1502 to 10802 for 
the two limits of the wire shape factor.  
  
A.  Simulation Accuracy 
 
 

   When the spherical particle placed at inner cylinder, the 
maximum potential error does not exceed 1.4×10-3%, while the 
variation of field deviation from being normal to the spherical 
particle surface which is placed at inner cylinder is shown in 
Fig. 5, α, θ start from 0° to 360°, 0° to 105°, respectively. Over 
most of the particle surface, (except the narrow zone that lies 
near the touch point as reported before in [12] over the 
stranded conductor surface), the maximum field deviation from 
being normal is 2.5°. When the particle is placed at the outer 
cylinder, the corresponding error values are 1×10-3% and 1.3°, 
respectively.  
 

Fig. 6, 7 show the variation of field deviation from being 
normal to the hemispherical tip and the cylindrical part of the 
wire particle, α, θ start from 0° to 360°, 0° to 90°, respectively, 
where βw is the normalized distance from its tip centre, Fig. 2; 
the maximum field deviation errors are 1.5 and 2.5° 
respectively. The calculated maximum potential errors don't 
exceed 0.025%, 1×10-4%, respectively.   
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Fig. 5 Variation of deviation angle errors of field around the spherical particle 

surface lying at inner cylinder, (rs=1 mm, r=6 mm, R=41 mm). 
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Fig. 6 Variation of deviation angle from being normal to the particle surface 

around the hemispherical tip of the wire particle (rw =0.25 mm, l = 5 mm) lying 
at inner cylinder (r=5.5 mm, R=41 mm), l is total wire length 
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Fig. 7 Variation of deviation angle errors of field around the cylindrical part of the 
wire particle (rw=0.25mm, l=5mm) lying at inner cylinder (r=5.5mm, R=41mm). 
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If the wire particle is placed radially in contact with the outer 
cylinder, the maximum errors don't exceed 1.5° and 1.2°, 
respectively, for field deviation from being normal. The 
calculated maximum potential errors don't exceed 4×10-3% and 
1.2×10-5% for the hemispherical tip and the cylindrical part, 
respectively. 
Along the surface of the co-axial cylinders, the percent 
potential and field deviation from being normal were calculated 
and were found to be acceptable over a length of 100 times the 
inner electrode radius r.  

 
B. The Field Intensification Factor at Particle Surface Tip 
 

   The field intensification factor at the particle surface tip is 
responsible for the development of corona discharge. For the 
presence of particle at inner cylinder, this factor is defined as 
the electric field at the particle tip divided by the field at the 
inner cylinder of the clean gap.  
   When the criterion of self-sustained discharge is used to 
determine the onset voltage of negative corona, the avalanche 
growth is computed in actual space which depends on the 
spatial field distribution. To demonstrate the effect of particle 
shape and size on field intensification factor, Fig. 8 was 
plotted. In this figure, for shape factors ℓw/rw=20; (ℓw=5, 
rw=0.25, ℓw=10, rw=0.5), ℓw/rw=10; (ℓw=5, rw=0.5 ℓw=2.5, 
rw=0.25), the following results are obtained: (a) the field 
intensification factors are 14.4, 11.2 and 8.6, 10.4, respectively. 
However, the ionization thickness for these cases is: 0.35, 0.53, 
0.54 and 0.367 mm, respectively, i.e. the ionization thicknesses 
were approximately equal for the wire particles having the 
same radii and independent of their lengths. However, the 
corona onset voltages were 8.89, 9.0, 11.98 and 12.55 kV 
respectively, i.e. the onset voltages are approximately equal for 
the particles having same shape factors; that's because the onset 
voltage depends on the growth of the primary avalanche and 
hence it depends on the spatial field distribution. (b) The figure 
clearly demonstrates the influence of the wire length on 
avalanche growth (5/0.25mm, 5/0.5mm, 10/0.5mm). Hence, 
the thinner one of wire particles having the same length and the 
longer one having the same radius lead to the onset of corona at 
lower applied voltages. These concepts agree well with the 
results obtained in [6]; where the wire particle was found free 
in uniform field. As shown in figure the spatial field 
distribution of the bigger spherical particle is higher than the 
smaller one, hence, the bigger particle will have the smaller 
onset voltage. 
 
C. A Comparison Between Calculated and Measured Values 
 

   Laboratory measurements of the onset voltage of particle-
initiated negative corona in air insulated co-axial configuration 
have been carried out to check the accuracy of present 
calculation. 
   Fig. 9 shows the calculated and measured onset voltage of 
negative corona initiated by spherical particle lying at inner 
cylinder having different radii in air. As shown in figure, when 
the particle size increased, a slow reduction in onset voltage is 
achieved for different inner cylinder radii; because of the 
difference in spatial field distribution is small; Fig. 8. 

   Fig. 10, shows the calculated and measured onset voltage of 
negative corona initiated by wire particle, of different radii and 
shape factors, fixed radially at inner cylinder surface of air 
insulated  co-axial configuration (r=5.5 mm and R=41 mm).  
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Fig. 8 Field intensification factor of wire and spherical particles lying at inner 

cylinder (r=5.5 mm, R=41 mm) 
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Fig. 9 Measured and calculated onset voltage of corona initiated by spherical 

particles, lying at inner cylinder of different co-axial configurations, R= 41mm. 
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Fig. 10 Measured and calculated onset voltage of negative corona initiated by 

wire particle of different shape factors fixed radially at inner cylinder. 
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   Fig. 11, shows the calculated and the measured onset voltage 
of negative corona initiated by wire particle, of different radii 
and shape factors, fixed radially at outer cylinder surface of air 
insulated co-axial configuration (r=5.5 mm and R=41 mm). 
   For the calculated and measured values in Figs. 9, 10 and 11, 
the maximum percent error between measured and calculated 
values, in the presence of wire or spherical particles at inner or 
outer cylinders, is less than 7%. The relative standard deviation 
of the mean measured values was generally less than 0.5 %. 
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Fig. 11 Measured and calculated onset voltage of negative corona initiated by 

wire particle of different shape factors, fixed radially at outer cylinder. 
 

 

   Fig. 10, 11 clearly demonstrates the influence of wire length 
and radius on the onset voltage values for wire particle lying at 
inner or outer cylinder, where, (a) increasing wire length of 
same radius (longer one) or decreasing wire radius of same 
length (thinner one) leads to corona onset at lower applied 
voltages, (b) the corona onset voltage of wire particles, lying at 
inner cylinder, having same shape factors is approximately 
equal. While, the corona onset voltage of wire particles, lying 
at outer cylinder, having same shape factor is decreased with 
increasing wire length (longer one), (c) corona onset voltage 
for wire particle at inner cylinder is less than that for wire 
particle, of same dimension, at outer one, i.e. presence of wire 
particle at inner cylinder is more severe than that at outer one.  
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 
 

1. Three-dimensional electric field is accurately calculated in 
a co-axial configuration in the presence of spherical or 
wire particles fixed either at inner or outer cylinder using 
CST. 

2. The presence of particle greatly reduces the corona onset 
voltage and dielectric strength of co-axial configuration, 
and the presence of particles at inner cylinder is more 
severe than their presence on the outer one also, the wire 
particle is more severe than spherical one. 

3. The ionization zone thicknesses were approximately equal 
for wire particles having the same radii and independent of 
their lengths.  

4. For wire particle lying at inner or outer cylinder, 
increasing wire length of same radius (longer one) or 

decreasing wire radius of same length (thinner one) leads 
to onset corona at lower applied voltages. 

5. The corona onset voltage of wire particles, lying at inner 
cylinder, having the same shape factors is approximately 
equal. While, the corona onset voltage of wire particles, 
lying at outer cylinder, having the same shape factor is 
decreased with increasing wire length.  

6. The spatial field distribution of the bigger spherical 
particle is higher than the smaller one, hence, the bigger 
particle will have the smaller onset voltage. 

7. The maximum percent error between measured and 
calculated onset voltages in the presence of wire or 
spherical particles at inner or outer cylinders does not 
exceed 7 %. 
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